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1. Management Summary 

Here are the EAC milestones of 2019: 

• Financials. The 2019 expenditure of € 197k was in line with the approved budget 

and slightly above 2018 expenditures. The higher salary expenses - due to an 

additional staff member - could, fortunately, be offset by lower operational costs. 

The investment results on our financial assets have been included for the first time 

in the Statement of Income and Expenditure. The net result of € 190k includes a loss 

of € 176k in 2018 and a net gain of € 366k in 2019. The long-term net gains on the 

financial assets are estimated at some 4% with a moderately offensive risk profile. 

The yearly rental income of 27k (Paramaribostraat 22) was equal to the budgeted 

amount. The rental contract is expected to be extended for another year early 2020 

with a slightly increased fee. The end of the current account relationship with Shell 

meant that the EAC could no longer reclaim VAT (2019: 9.6k). 

• The EAC acquired three new private collections, eight blogs for the Blog Archiving 

project and 34 additions to the library. Good progress has been made with the 

processing of FAWCO1 and Outpost collections. The first blogs were archived for the 

Blog Archiving project. 

• The EAC hosted a record number of researchers during 2019 following a steady 

stream of research requests throughout the year. Twelve researchers were hosted 

on-site at the EAC (in 2018 - four independent researchers, as well as a group of 

three researchers). The EAC received and processed 27 research online substantive 

requests from local and international researchers.  

• 2019 was a year of change and innovation at the EAC. This was also the year that 

two other projects came to fruition: the Blog Archiving Project and the EAC Thesis 

Award. On 19 December 2019, the EAC sent out the first EAC Newsletter since 2012. 

The EAC is planning to produce a newsletter every six months. The next newsletter 

will be sent in July 2020. 

 

1 Federation of American Women’s Clubs Overseas. 
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• In 2019 the Saudade exhibition spent time “at home” in The Hague in the Atrium of 

The Hague City Hall. The EAC also brought out its 2015 Expat Impressions of The 

Hague for a joint exhibition that ran from 18 March through 13 May 2019.  

The EAC staff continued to look for new venues for Saudade exhibition. 

Unfortunately, no more new locations were secured in 2019. The search will 

continue in 2020. 

• The EAC website users and page views slightly decreased in 2019 compared to 2018. 

However, the 10% increase in direct traffic and the 9% increase in users who come 

to the EAC website through its social media channels show that more and more 

people learn about the EAC by name and come to the EAC website directly. 

Moreover, the pages of the EAC website have been reorganised and relabelled in 

mid-2019 to better reflect the EAC’s desired clientele: researchers, volunteers, and 

donors of material. This explains why some pages have total views that are lower 

than in previous years since more new pages were created. 

• The total number of volunteers was 28 (compared to 22 in 2018), with an average 

of 14 volunteers engaged at the same time. The EAC continues to attract archival 

studies master’s students. In 2019 there were three such students from Leiden 

University and the University of Amsterdam. 

• The two years period of the EAC staff increased working hours came to an end on 

31 December 2019. The Director is very proud of what was accomplished during this 

time. The progress report was presented to the Board on 18 November 2019 and 

can be found in Annex 1. There are minor things left to be completed in 2020.  

• On 24 June 2019, the Board agreed to establish one new position of Assistant 

Archivist. This person’s main task is to supervise and train archival interns and 

volunteers, as well as assist the Archivist in managing the existing archive collection 

in accordance with archival standards and best practices. Myrthe Korf, long-time 

EAC volunteer took this position. 

• At the time of the writing of this report, the world has been facing the impact of 

COVID-19 pandemic since early 2020. Inability to work at the EAC premises since 

March 2020 has seriously challenged the daily work of the EAC staff and volunteers 

and made the implementation of certain tasks impossible. On the positive side, this 

pandemic has also allowed the EAC staff to test new ideas and look into new, 

creative ways of working. The EAC staff and Board will discuss and agree on new 

steps to take under these unprecedented circumstances. 
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2. Report on Activities 
 

2.1 Promotion related 

2019 was a year of change and innovation at the EAC. While the staff spent most of 2017 

and 2018 focused on the EAC 10th anniversary project, 2019 was the year two other 

projects came to fruition: the Blog Archiving Project and the EAC Thesis Award.  

The Saudade exhibition was not forgotten and - together with the EAC 2015 exhibition - 

was displayed at the Atrium of The Hague City Hall for two months. The EAC staff did its 

best to find a “new home” for the 2015 exhibition, but unfortunately with no success. The 

EAC had no other choice, but to destroy the physical panels because long-term storage 

became too costly. All material, as well as exhibition design, is still available in electronic 

format and the EAC is looking for creative ways to display this exhibition material on the 

EAC website. 

The EAC always encourages its volunteers and interns to write articles. They can write 

about their own experiences, questions that appear when reading a collection, or 

impressions of archival collections that they’ve been working on, among other possibilities. 

2019 was rich with such articles and lead to a lot of engagement on social media.   

In 2019 the staff updated the EAC Marketing Strategy and used this opportunity to hear 

outsider’s opinion about its efforts. Strategy session with Stephanie Ward, Business & 

Marketing Mentor of Firefly Coaching was very successful. It confirmed the vision of the 

staff, as well as gave the necessary push to implement several changes/adjustments in the 

way EAC is being presented online. E.g. need for reorganisation of sections of the EAC 

website, rewording of certain sections, as well as finding time to re-introduce the EAC 

newsletter. The EAC Marketing Strategy was also shared with an ex-VP&CIO of Shell Global 

Solutions who kindly provided her comments on the document.   

The EAC Marketing Strategy will have to be reviewed in 2020 since the COVID-19 pandemic 

had a big impact on the way EAC functions.   

 

2.1.1 EAC Thesis Award 

Thanks to Meghann Ormond, EAC Academic Board member, the idea of a thesis award was 

born. The EAC master’s Thesis Award aims to celebrate and reward talents who produce 

outstanding master’s theses that help to further understand the impact of expatriation on 

people’s lives.  
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Expatriates as a group tend to ‘fall through the cracks’ when it comes to being represented 

in official government archives, as well as in global migration studies. The EAC intends to 

introduce a new topic each year for the thesis award that amplifies the importance of 

expatriation studies and improves understanding of expatriate life. With this Thesis Award, 

the EAC wishes to support critical scholarship that endeavours to shift and expand 

understandings of what an ‘expatriate’ is. The EAC Thesis Award is meant for master’s 

students from around the world who engage with the selected topic of the year.  

The winner of the Thesis Award receives €500, the executive summary of the thesis is 

published online by the EAC and organisations involved in this project. The executive 

summaries of the first-, second- and third-place thesis applications is also published on the 

EAC website and promoted via social media channels. 

It was decided that the 2019 inaugural topic will be “What is an expatriate? Reality vs 

stereotypes”.  

In close cooperation with Meghann Ormond, the EAC developed basic principles, criteria, 

requirements and assessment guideline for the award. The award is determined by five 

jury members: two permanent and three guest jurors. Guest jurors are experts on the 

chosen competition topic and are selected by the EAC and the chairperson of the jury. 

2019 jurors were: 

− Ruth Van Reken, a second-generation TCK2 and mother of three adult TCKs. Ruth is co-

author of Third Culture Kids: Growing Up Among Worlds, 3rd ed., and author of Letters 

Never Sent, her personal journaling written as she sought to understand the long-term 

impact of her cross-cultural childhood. 

− Meghann Ormond, an EAC board member and Associate Professor in Cultural 

Geography at Wageningen University & Research in the Netherlands. 

− Matthew Hayes, an associate professor of sociology and Canada Research Chair in 

Global and International Studies at St. Thomas University, Fredericton, Canada. 

− Aniek Smit, a historian of migration. She wrote a dissertation on the expatriate 

communities of The Hague and Jakarta in the postwar period at Leiden University and 

published on labour migration, career migration and international women’s clubs at 

Leiden University. 

− Kristine Racina, the Director of the EAC. 

 

2 Third Culture Kid. 
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Five organisations agreed to become EAC’s partners for this project. Those were FIGT3, The 

International Metropolis Project, TheHagueOnLine, ACCESS Netherlands and 

DutchNews.nl.  

The EAC actively promoted this initiative, with the help of dedicated volunteers created 

promotional material, the Thesis Award logo and the certificate for the winner. Posters 

and flyers were made available on the EAC website and its social media channels, as well 

as made available to the attendees of the FIGT’s annual conference that took place in 

Bangkok, 26-28 April 2019.  

 

 

3 Families in Global Transition. 
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This initiative gave the EAC a great possibility to get in touch with its existing academic 

network, as well as reach out to new organisations and institutions (around 300 contacts 

were made). Throughout the summer of 2019, the EAC repeatedly issued calls to action on 

its Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn pages.  

The EAC was asked whether it will accept a PhD thesis submission. It was decided that the 

EAC will focus on master's theses, but it is open to exploring the potential of having 

something for PhD dissertations in the future. Doctoral dissertations would require a more 

robust evaluation system and jury. The EAC also learned that several professors 

encouraged their students to pick a topic of their master’s thesis so it can be submitted for 

the EAC Thesis Award. 

Despite all the efforts the EAC received one application by 30 September 2019. The 

applicant and jurors were informed that the Thesis Award prize will not be awarded in 

2019 due to a low number of applications. 

It was very unfortunate that the EAC didn’t receive more applications. However, the EAC 

is committed to this initiative and the EAC Board decided to continue with it for the coming 

three years. To help to decide on the 2020 topic, the EAC asked its social media followers 

about possible expatriation-related topics they want to know more about. When deciding 

on the next topic the EAC will keep this information, as well as received researchers’ 

feedback in mind.  

The EAC continues the raise awareness about the award on its website and social media. 

 

2.1.2 Saudade - EAC 10th anniversary project 

In 2019 the Saudade exhibition spent time “at home” in The Hague in the Atrium of The 

Hague City Hall. The EAC also brought out its 2015 Expat Impressions of The Hague4 for a 

joint exhibition that ran from 18 March through 13 May 2019. These two exhibitions are 

distinct but connected and were of interest to both expatriates and locals.  

 

4 Expat Impressions of The Hague was done in a partnership with The Hague Municipal Archives, and ACCESS 

Netherlands. 
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Saudade exhibition at the Atrium of The Hague City Hall 

 

 

Saudade and Expat Impressions of The Hague side by side at the Atrium of The Hague City Hall 
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The EAC staff continues to look for new venues for Saudade exhibition. At the Digital 

Diasporas International Conference, the EAC got in touch with representatives of the 

Migration Museum in London and started talks about a possible exhibition at their 

premises. Unfortunately, the Migration Museum decided not to display the Saudade 

exhibition during their upcoming exhibition called Departures. However, this museum 

showed interest in using some of the EAC archives instead.    

The search for new venues, as well as interested organisations both in the Netherlands and 

abroad will continue in the coming years.  

 

2.1.3 @WeAreXpats 

In 2019, the EAC’s rotating curator account on Twitter @WeAreXpats entered its fourth 

year. PR Manager Kelly Merks curated her own week in June 2019, which gave followers a 

better view of “inside” the EAC, both of the premises and the work we do.  

The follower count continued to increase in 2019 to 1,850 by the last day of the year 

(compared to 1,379 in 2018). By the end of 2019, nearly 150 individuals had been on 

@WeAreXpats, cementing its status at the EAC as a worthy initiative and no longer just an 

experiment.  

Engagement with the account was modest but overall successful in generating 

conversation on topics relevant to expatriate life. Attracting curators from, or living in, the 

global south to curate the account continues to be a challenge. However, expats 

originating in the UK, the US and living in Europe or the Far East are the most represented. 

In 2018 the account opened to recent repatriates, and in 2019 it included adult TCKs and 

those who work with TCKs in general. 

Twitter continues to face problems that involve trolls, bullies, and the proliferation of 

radical agendas. This does not directly impact @WeAreXpats, but is a long-simmering issue 

that leads to the occasional exodus of followers. This project is not in danger, but should 

be occasionally reviewed for costs/benefits, e.g. how much effort should the EAC put into 

maintaining this project if too much time is spent on recruiting new curators?  

Website: www.wearexpats.org  

Twitter address: https://twitter.com/wearexpats 
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2.1.4 Events 

The EAC staff participated in several events in 2019. As in previous years, expatriate and 

academic communities were the primary focus of events they created and attended.  

• Fairs targeting the expatriate community: 

− Feel at Home in The Hague Fair (The Hague, 3 February); 

− I Am Not a Tourist expat fair (Amsterdam, 6 October); 

− Volunteer The Hague Mix & Match Networking Event (The Hague, 3 December). 

• Presentations/events organised by the EAC itself: 

− Information Morning for people interested in the EAC (12 February, 19 June and 23 

October); 

− introductory seminar about the EAC at the request of Stichting Libertas 

International (17 April); 

− book signing with Mariam Navaid Ottimofiore, author of This Messy Mobile Life 

(The Hague, 25 September); 

− workshop for Urban Studies students from Leiden University (31 October 2019).  

• Other events: 

− participated in the 10th European Oil and Gas Archive Network annual conference. 

The conference theme was “Energy and audio-visual heritage: sources, research, 

and visual culture”. It was attended by 35 representatives of oil companies, the 

National archives of Norway, museums, universities, and research institutes. The 

EAC was mentioned by a number of presenters during the conference, which led to 

interesting discussions (Castel Gandolfo, Italy, 23-24 May); 

− participated in KVAN5 days. The 2019 theme was “Het bewaren waard”6. This 

conference allows the EAC to learn more about the latest developments in the 

Dutch archiving world (Gouda, 15-17 June); 

− participated in the 2019 Internet Archive Web & Data Services Partner Meeting 

organised by Archive-It7 on the side lines of the iPRES conference8. The meeting was 

attended by European and American partner organisations of Archive-It. During this 

networking meeting, Assistant Archivist Myrthe Korf gave a short presentation of 

the EAC’s Blog Archiving Project (Amsterdam, 20 September); 

 

5 Royal Association of Archivists in the Netherlands / Koninklijke Vereniging van Archivarissen in Nederland; 
6 Worth preserving; 
7 Archive-It is the archiving software that the EAC uses for its Blog Archiving Project; 
8 The largest and longest running international conference on digital preservation. 
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− attended the 29th Association of European Migration Institutions Conference. The 

conference was designed to encourage provocative dialogue across the fullest 

range of disciplines and institutions. It was very interesting and inspiring to hear 

about different projects and exhibitions undertaken by the attendees of this 

conference. The EAC met representatives of the Migration Museum in London that 

led to a follow-up meeting at the EAC premises a few days later (Antwerp, 2-5 

October);  

− presented a poster about the EAC Blog Archiving project at the annual Europeana 

conference. The conference theme was “Connecting Communities”, and most of 

the panels and parallel sessions were conducted by members of Europeana's tech, 

copyright, education, research, impact, and communication groups. The EAC was 

among approximately 250 attendees (Lisbon, 27-29 November). 

New organisational affiliations: 

- Dutch Digital Heritage Network; 

- L’Association pour l’autobiographie et le patrimoine autobiographique. 

In 2019 the EAC became the Secretariat for the European Ego-Documents Archives and 

Collection Network (EDAC). The EAC took over this role from the Dutch Diary Archive. EDAC 

aims to exchange best practices, data, and expertise among the different diary archives in 

Europe, and to promote scholarly research on diaries and other forms of life writing like 

letters, autobiographies and memoirs. 

 

2.1.5 EAC Newsletter 

On 19 December 2019, the EAC sent out the first EAC newsletter9 since 2012 which 

received a lot of positive feedback. The newsletter focused on the highlights of 2019 and 

included links to articles written for the EAC by volunteers, researchers, and interns.  

The newsletter was sent to 452 recipients which included researchers, volunteers, interns, 

donors, partners, colleagues from around the world. Newsletter’s open and click rates are 

shown below. 

 

9 See Annex 2. 
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Top links clicked were the following: 

− EAC Blog Archiving project;  

− From ink to link: memory and the archive, an article written by Simon Taylor, EAC 

intern and master’s student of Heritage Studies at the University of Amsterdam; 

− Tea with national socialists, another article written by Simon Taylor; 

− Show me your house and I will tell you who you are, an article written by Mathilde 

Bernard, EAC intern and master’s student at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam 

in Global History and International Relations; 
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− The importance of researching expatriate spouses, another article written by 

Mathilde Bernard. 

 

 

 

The EAC is planning to produce a newsletter every six months, and the next newsletter will 

be sent in July 2020. 

 

2.1.6 Website and Social Media Statistics 

In 2019 the EAC staff had a marketing strategy session with Stephanie Ward, Business & 

Marketing Mentor of Firefly Coaching. The goal of this session was to critically look at the 

EAC’s marketing activities and create a memorable message about what the EAC does and 

represents. As a result of this session, the EAC website was reviewed and reorganised, 

improved and more targeted wording has been introduced.  

Xpatarchive.com website statistics 

− 4,972 users (10.3% decrease from 2018); 

− 16,753 page views (9.44% decrease from 2018);  

− 89% new, 11% returning (similar to 2018);   

− 38% users are from the Netherlands, 16.75% US, 7% UK, 2.6% France. Other countries: 

South Korea, Belgium, Greece, Germany, Canada, India; 

− Known traffic sources: 43% direct, 29% organic search, 21% social, 7% referral. This is a 

big change from 2018’s numbers: 34% organic search, 33% direct, 20% referral, 12% 

social;  

− Top referrers: Facebook, Twitter, ACCESS Netherlands; 

− Most popular pages (after homepage) – Research (6.4% of total page views), About 

(5.9%), Get Involved (3.4%).  
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NB: The pages of this website were reorganised and relabelled in mid-2019 to better 

reflect the EAC’s desired clientele: researchers, volunteers, and donors of material. This 

is why some pages have total views that are much lower than in previous years; the 

approximate totals are split between two or three pages. These additional pages are: 

Initiatives, Volunteer, and Donate Your Story; each has about 3% of total page views. 

While it is easy to see a decrease in website users and page views as a negative, the 10% 

jump in direct traffic and the 9% jump in users who come to the EAC website from its social 

media channels shows that people are learning about the EAC by its name and coming to 

the EAC directly. They are increasingly finding the EAC in spaces where the EAC is most 

active, namely its Facebook and Twitter accounts. Even though referrals brought fewer 

people to the EAC website in 2019, the top drivers of those referrals are valuable partners 

(e.g. ACCESS Netherlands, FIGT) who provide numerous other benefits to the archive. 

Eacanniversary.com website 

The Saudade exhibition website eacanniversary.com has been more or less in stasis since 

2018’s Saudade-related events began to wind down. In 2020 or beyond, the EAC will 

reconceptualise the website’s use, such as turning it into an online gallery or other similar 

project. 

Facebook 

The EAC Facebook page continues to attract “likes” and followers at a slow but steady 

pace, reaching 1,165 by the end of 2019. The introduction of Athens, Greece, and Lisbon, 

Portugal, on the Top 10 cities in Facebook’s demographic analysis indicates that 

professional network events the EAC participates in produce social connections. The 

gender and age breakdown is mostly unchanged from 2018. 
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Twitter 

Growth in the EAC’s follower count on Twitter continues steadily and unabated. In 2019 

more users followed us than in 2018, with a year-end follower count of 5,052 (4,966 in 

2018). 

 

2019 Twitter changed the way it collects and presents analytics for non-paid services (e.g. 

a company pays Twitter for sponsored content). Analysed activities are gathered quarterly 

instead of a yearly basis, so the figures below reflect the average of all quarters in 2019 in 

lieu of a single graph. Those are: 

− 483 impressions10 per day; 

− 43.8K impressions per quarter; 

− 3.6% average engagement per quarter; 

 

10 Impressions are defined as how many users see an individual tweet. The engagement rate is how often users 

engage with an individual tweet (replying, retweeting, clicking a link, etc.). 
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− Peak annual engagement of 5.1%. 

 

2.1.7 Promotion Impact 

When people get in touch with the EAC - whether it is through the EAC website's general 

inquiries or research forms, by email or in person - they are always requested to answer a 

question about how they found/learned about the EAC. In 2019 most common answers to 

this question stayed similar to the ones in 2018 for all target groups of the EAC.  

Researchers' most common answers were the following: 

− professor, another researcher, word of mouth (often researchers who have visited 

the EAC or used the EAC collection); 

− Internet search; 

− social media; 

− publications (e.g. Voeks); 

− common contact; 

− events where the EAC participated. 

Volunteers most commonly hear about/find the EAC via the following channels: 

− EAC website and/or EAC social media accounts; 

− word of mouth; 

− Volunteer The Hague website (the EAC uses this website to publish its volunteer 

openings). 

Donors learn about the EAC and its work in a variety of ways. Communication with 

potential donors often continues over several years since donating personal archives is a 

very emotional matter for many. Most common ways for donors to learn about the EAC 

are the following: 

− events; 

− word of mouth; 

− common contact (often through a Shell (ex-)employee); 

− publications. 

All the above shows that the EAC promotional activities continue to be balanced and allow 

the EAC to reach researchers, donors and volunteers in a variety of ways. The EAC is critical 

of what PR activities to undertake and events to attend. The EAC staff always looks for 

ways to improve its activities in an innovative, impactful and time-effective manner.  

Changes in various social media platforms require the EAC to regularly evaluate the 

efficacy of its social media strategy. As mentioned in the section about the website and 

social media statistics, Facebook remains the archive’s most effective social media 
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channel. The EAC maintains daily updates on Facebook and Twitter with an eye on 

engaging archive- and expat-related items as well as news about its own initiatives, 

volunteer positions, and research requests.  

LinkedIn is reserved for sharing professional content, namely open volunteer positions and 

information for potential researchers.  

The EAC also has a presence on Instagram, and that is where it shares the occasional fun 

or light-hearted content, such as images from volunteer excursions and birthdays.  

As algorithms on all platforms change, the EAC likewise adapts its best practices with each 

to ensure as many users as is possible to see the EAC content. 

Here is “2019 at a glance”: 

− 3 new family archives; 

− 28 volunteers; 

− 27 research requests; 

− 12 researchers utilised the EAC collection. 

In 2019 the EAC received a record number of research requests and had a record number 

of researcher’s visits. In 2019 the EAC also saw the 10% jump in direct traffic and 9% jump 

in users who come to the EAC website from its social media channels. This shows that 

people are learning about the EAC by its name and coming to the EAC directly.  

The EAC continues to build on its reputation and is looking forward to evaluating the 

impact of the re-introduction of the EAC newsletter in December 2019.   

 

2.2 Acquisition and Archiving of Collections related 

Due to the Archivist’s absence in the first half of 2019, the emphasis of archiving related 

activities was on the professional continuance of the ongoing projects, including 

accessioning of new material, further processing of collections, supervising volunteers and 

interns as well as facilitating researchers. By doing so, it could be observed that the already 

established and implemented workflows, standards and procedures proofed to be 

effective.   

In the second half of 2019, the EAC increased its efforts again to advance the further 

development of the remaining guidelines and procedures. Additionally, the EAC initiated 

the process of evaluating and revising already existing policy documents in order to make 

them compliant to the new GDPR requirements. 
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The Blog Archiving project was finally launched after several years of groundwork.  

In 2019, the EAC also made good progress with the processing of the existing collections, 

especially the organisational archives. The EAC acquired a number of new collections 

despite the fact that the EAC hadn’t been actively seeking new acquisitions.  

 

2.2.1 Acquisition 

In 2019, the EAC registered 45 accessions in the Adlib system, consisting of the following 

acquisitions: 

− three new individual and family archives, one of which will only be received upon 

the donor’s death; 

− 34 additions to the library (memoirs, academic & scientific publications, fiction, non-

fiction, and one video); 

− eight blogs for the Blog Archiving project. 

The overall number of new accessions acquired by the EAC slightly decreased in 2019. The 

number of additions for the library increased, as well as the amount of web-based material 

and born-digital material, compared to 2018. 

 

2.2.2 Archiving 

In 2019, the EAC was able to benefit from the positive effects of the increased working 

hours since 2018, allowing the Archivist to finish some crucial guidelines and procedures 

before leaving on maternity leave. Through this, both staff and volunteers were able to 

proceed with the professional processing of EAC collections continuously during the 

Archivist’s absence. 

In 2019, the EAC staff and volunteers also worked on two large organisational archives. By 

the end of 2019, one of them was in the final stages of processing. It is planned to finish 

processing it in 2020. Good progress has been made on the second organisational archive.  

The EAC archived the first blogs under the Blog Archiving project using the Archive-It 

system. This project has been in the making for more than five years. 

In 2019, the EAC also successfully continued working on the Collection Mapping project11, 

focussing on the revising of the Dutch individual and family archives metadata. 

 

11 This project’s goal is to assign relevant and missing collection information by reading existing EAC individual and 

family archives. 
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The number of volunteers increased compared to 2018. The EAC continues to attract and 

retain several committed volunteers and interns who worked more than one day per week 

and more than on one project at the same time. In 2019 three archival studies students 

were assisting the EAC with the processing of its collections.    

Blog Archiving project 

In 2019 the EAC finally launched the Blog Archiving project and archived first blogs using 

the Archive-It system.  

This project aims to collect and preserve the expat blogs for future research. People’s lives 

are increasingly connected online; this is especially true for expatriates, who use social 

media and other Internet-based applications to better keep in touch with their home 

bases, friends abroad, and other communities. To the EAC, blogs are a type of diary. Since 

these writings are digital, they are also vulnerable. 

Adding a blog archive to the EAC collection enriches the research opportunities for 

students and other academics who choose the EAC as a place of study. This digital 

collection allows for the growth of the size of the EAC holdings and cover countries, 

nationalities and demographics that are currently missing, all without adding physical 

material. It will also become a collection that can be accessed wherever a researcher is 

located, something that is very important and impossible to do with the current EAC 

holdings. This project will also let the EAC learn more about how to archive web-based 

material, of which quantity and relevance will only increase over time. 

Each blogger is asked to sign a blog archiving agreement before any material can be 

harvested. The archived blogs are selected based on specific criteria. Their quality and 

continued relevance will be checked on a regular basis. Primary criteria for a blog to be 

considered are as follows: 

− the blog must be at least 2 years old;  

− it must be written in English (though exceptions may be considered); 

− it must be currently online, though it does not have to be active.  

The EAC considers the following when evaluating the content of a qualified blog: 

− geography: based on countries not represented or poorly represented in other 

material held in EAC collections; 

− quality of writing; 

− characteristics or demographics of the blog’s author. 

After numerous consultations with key players and experts in digital archiving in the 

Netherlands, the EAC decided to use Archive-it system for this project. On 26 February 

2019, the EAC signed a contract with the Internet Archive for one year. The EAC negotiated 
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a subscription fee and is paying $1.000 a year for 128 GB data allotment (instead of 

$3.000). 

In 2019 this project had three dedicated volunteers. They were responsible for researching 

potential blogs, reaching out to the blogs’ authors, ensuring the authors accurately 

complete the Blog Archiving agreement, archiving the blogs in Archive-It and collecting 

necessary metadata. By the end of 2019, the EAC archived eight blogs and reached out to 

around 80 bloggers.  

 

Processing of collections related activities: 

− “Orphans” project: after the first examination and pre-sorting of about 2.500 

orphan files12 the project was put on hold throughout 2019. Next steps: re-root and 

rearrange files if possible and accession all files in Adlib; 

− SLP13: this project was on hold throughout 2019; 

− Collection Mapping project: reading and assigning collection information was 

ongoing. Existing collections are being read and a content-specific questionnaire to 

standardise collection related information is being completed. Ca. 75% of IFP14’s are 

already read for the first time and 15% for a second time; 

− RNW15: collection processing of the web articles from the www.rnw.nl website in 

Excel spreadsheets was ongoing (ca. 450 records16 of which ca. 130 have been 

described);  

− FAWCO17: cataloguing and organising FAWCO material was ongoing. 60% of this 

collection has been processed by the end of 2019; 

- Shell/Outpost: in the final stages of processing. It is planned to finish processing in 

2020; 

− Library: on hold throughout the year, because a qualified library volunteer wasn’t 

found;  

− Adlib: harmonisation of already existing Adlib records to enable reliable data 

evaluation (e.g. PR, statistics, researchers) was on hold throughout the year; 

− Processing IFP: the reorganisation and description of a Dutch family archive were 

ongoing and thought to be finished in Adlib in 2020 (ca. 140 records). The 

 

12 “Orphans files” are documents without obvious and/or traceable context to other collections; 
13 Shell Ladies Project; 
14 Individual and Family Papers; 
15 Radio Nederland Wereldomroep; 
16 Record is a document description. Documents can be of a different size. Record contains on average between 15 

to 20 description elements; 
17 Federation of American Women’s Clubs Overseas.  
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description and processing of a Romanian letters collection is ongoing (ca. 450 

records of which ca. 200 have been described); 

 

Archiving policies, guidelines and procedures development related: 

These tasks were put on hold for a large part of 2019 due to absence of the Archivist 

(maternity leave). After her return, the work continued with a focus on most urgent EAC 

documents.  

 

In the second half of 2019, the following activities were performed: 

• related to GDPR: 

− elaboration of the initial compliance report was finished; 

− further developing of additional policy documents for processing archival material 

in compliance with GDPR requirements was advanced; 

− risk assessment for processing EAC collections (DPIA) was finished; 

− implementation of security measures and safeguards was ongoing; 

− creation of records of processing activities was ongoing; 

− adjustment of EAC cataloguing rules according to data protection by default was 

initiated and ongoing. 

− legal status of different depository agreements held by the EAC is still under 

investigation. 

• related to managing archives and collections: 

− staff procedures for the handling of volunteers, interns and researchers are 

finished; 

− staff procedures for storing and labelling EAC material are almost finished; 

− volunteer guidelines for storing and labelling EAC material are almost finished; 

− volunteer guidelines for editing existing records in Adlib are almost finished; 

− staff and volunteers glossary for frequently used archival terms and expressions are 

almost finished. 

 

The work on the following procedures and guidelines was still on hold: 

− staff procedures and volunteer guidelines for numbering EAC material;  

− staff procedures and volunteer guidelines for scanning EAC material; 

− staff procedures and volunteer guidelines for archiving organisational archives; 

− staff procedures for creating catalogue records and persons and institution records 

in Adlib. 
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2.3 Research related 

In 2019 the EAC was represented or gave a presentation about the EAC at the following 

events: 

− Digital Diasporas International Conference organised by the Institute of Modern 

Languages Research and Digital Humanities at the School of Advanced Study. This 

conference brought together leading researchers from across disciplinary 

boundaries from the UK, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands and 

Germany. It explored the relationship between digital technologies and diasporic 

communities, with particular attention to linguistic and cultural diversity (London, 

6-7 June);  

− Exchange student Information Market at The Hague University of Applied Sciences 

(The Hague, 26 August); 

− Annual Erasmus University Master’s Thesis Market (Rotterdam, 17 October).  

 

In 2019, 12 researchers were hosted on-site at the EAC (in 2018 - four independent 

researchers, as well as a group of three researchers). The EAC received and processed 27 

research requests online from local and international researchers. Many of them the EAC 

assisted with general information.  

The research included the following topics and institutions: 

− Stories of immigration through objects that immigrants carry with them - bachelor’s 

graduation project for the Royal Academy of Art The Hague, the Netherlands;  

− The American expat: questioning western supremacy - research report, Williams 

College, USA; 

− Views of expats and Nigerians on conflict-related to oil - PhD Thesis, University of 

Reading, UK; 

− The mutual constitution between discourse/representation of Iran and foreign 

policy towards relations with Iran in the Netherlands (1959-1979) - part of an 

NWO18-funded project on Netherlands-Iran relations, Leiden University, the 

Netherlands; 

− Research on the life of expat wives in the Middle East - master’s thesis, University of 

Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 

− Shifts in identity self-fashioning in English speaking expats and immigrants to the 

Netherlands - bachelor’s thesis, Leiden University College, the Netherlands; 

 

18 Dutch Research Council 
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− Research for a book on youth about cross-cultural childhoods and family life by a 

Norwegian author; 

− Research for a book on identity formation and belonging as TCK/ACK from a 

psychological perspective by an expat psychologist from the Netherlands; 

− Research for an article and book on social activities and relations with the local 

population and international networks of Shell expatriates in the Middle East, 

University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 

− Research on family history and marriage by the glove, private publication of an 

author residing in the Netherlands; 

− Research on African decolonisation and its impact on expats - master’s thesis, 

Erasmus University, Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 

− Research for an article and internship report - Leiden University, the Netherlands.  

 

2.4 Staff and Volunteers related 

In 2019 the EAC employed the following staff members: Kristine Racina (Director), Eva 

Barbisch (Archivist), Kelly Merks (PR Manager), Myrthe Korf (Interim Archivist January-

August 2019, Assistant Archivist as of August 2019) and Fadime Uzun (Office Manager). 

Eva Barbisch was on maternity leave from January until August 2019. 

Volunteer activities at the EAC were undertaken by 28 persons (compared to 22 in 2018). 

At any one time, there was an average of 14 volunteers working at the EAC (same as in 

2018). On average, 21 volunteers worked on archival activities, and seven assisted with PR 

and marketing activities. The EAC had one chronologist, who worked on a document 

describing the important milestones in the history of the EAC, as well as assisted with 

archival and PR activities. Three of the volunteers worked two or more days per week. 

Since 2013 the EAC has a waiting list of potential volunteers. 

To demonstrate appreciation for their work, the EAC organised three guided tours for 

volunteers. They enjoyed a restoration workshop at the Rotterdam City Archives (June 

2019), a hiking tour of the tulip fields in Hillegom organised by one of our volunteers (April 

2019), and a canal tour of the Westbroek/Van Stolkpark area in The Hague (September 

2019). The End of Year party took place on 12 December 2019 at the Director’s residence. 

In addition to the volunteers, four interns assisted with the work of the EAC in 2019:  

− One master’s student from Leiden University, the Netherlands, assisting with the 

Collection Mapping project, social media and FAWCO organisational archive from 

February until July 2019; 
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− One master’s student from Erasmus University, the Netherlands, assisting with the 

Collection Mapping project from February until April 2019; 

− One master’s student from the University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, assisting 

with the FAWCO organisational archive from April until August 2019; 

− One unaffiliated intern who was required to have relevant archival work experience 

to qualify for the archival studies in the UK (PGCert Archival Studies). He assisted 

with the Outpost Collection and FAWCO organisational archive from October 2019 

and is planning to stay until spring 2020. 

  



On 20 November 2017, the EAC Board agreed to increase the staff’s working hours as of the 1st of January 2018 for a two year period 

with a mid-term review at the end of 2018. The Board also approved a list of tasks for these two years. Below you can see which tasks 

have been finished and which ones are in the final stages of implementation. The Director is very proud of the progress made under the 

constantly changing circumstances during these two years, i.e.: 

• the first four months of 2018 were focused on the EAC’s 10th anniversary project. The EAC had to deal with several unexpected

issues with artists and related to the book publication;

• further investigation of GDPR requirements and its implications on the EAC activities showed that the EAC needs to further develop

extended policies for processing of archival material and office administration to be compliant with this EU regulation. This meant

that the priority order of all tasks was reviewed accordingly;

• Sarah Bringhurst Familia, PR manager, resigned in 2018. Kelly Merks was hired to replace her and needed time to be trained;

• Eva Barbisch, EAC Archivist, was on maternity leave from 19 January until 31 July 2019. Myrthe Korf, Interim Archivist, replaced

Eva during this time and worked 18 hours per week. Archivist’s main tasks were divided between Myrthe, Fadime Uzun, EAC Office

Manager, and Kristine Racina, EAC Director. Myrthe took care of most archival projects, she supervised and coached responsible

archival volunteers and interns. Fadime and Kristine took over the processing of research requests. Also, Fadime managed a few

archival projects and responsible archival volunteers. This inevitably increased the workload of Fadime and Kristine and left less

time for task implementation mentioned below. It is important to mention that the EAC has received a record number of research

requests in 2019;

• Eva returned from maternity leave in August 2019 but only for six hours per week instead of planned 24 hours per week (until 21

January 2020). Myrthe Korf, who was interim Archivist during Eva’s maternity leave, agreed to stay on as Assistant Archivist and

continues working 18 hours per week until 21 January 2020. The task division created during Eva’s maternity leave was kept.

Upon her return in August, Eva focused on archival guidelines and procedures. These changes have impacted the progress of the

most archival tasks mentioned below. It is important to notice that progress has been made nevertheless;

• A large number of tasks mentioned below has been implemented. The staff is committed to finalising the rest of the tasks in 2020.

PROGRESS REPORT: 

2018-2019 EAC staff working hours increase 

Annex 1
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PR MANAGER 

Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

1. Finalise the EAC Marketing Strategy. 2019 100% 

2. Design information packets for Donors, Researchers,

and Volunteers.

2018 100% 

3. Website expansion:

- Projects page highlighting current and past

projects (e.g. 2013 symposium, 2015 exhibition,

2018 anniversary);

2018 100% 

- ‘Virtual Archive’ with gallery-style pages

showcasing parts of collection;

2020 75% 
While editing the EAC website, it 

became clear that the best way to show 

a virtual archive is with the Initiatives 

page, where each project has its own 

dedicated space rather than in one 

gallery. In 2020 PR manager will 

continue with improvements, namely 

scanning and uploading the EAC books 

and the images of the 2015 Exhibition. 

- Access to the online catalogue; 2020 50% The feasibility of adding an online 

version of the EAC collection has been 

called into question since the 

implementation of GDPR. The Blog 

Archiving Project has taken precedence 

in regards to creating an accessible 

virtual collection. 

- Research aids, additional sources, related

literature, etc.;

2019 100% The system and initial information have 

been added. This information will be 

regularly reviewed and updated. 

- Video incorporation, both for the website and

social media.

2020 50% This task will be finalised at the 

beginning of 2020. Since the EAC 
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Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

website had to be revised first, it made 

no sense to add the video only to have 

to move them again later.  

4. Identify and connect with potential partners

internationally, i.e. international organisations (for

potential donors), academic institutions and research

institutes (for researchers/interns) and related archives

(for collaboration and referrals):

- Make contact with 30 of these potential partners; 2019 100% 

- Develop strong, productive relationships with 10

of them.

2019 100% 

5. Create Student workshop as outreach to universities

(using the workshop that was given by the EAC to the

Leiden University College students as an example).

2019 100% 

6. Develop an email list and send a yearly newsletter to

groups of interest.

2019 100% 

7. Initiate a tracking and evaluation system for

PR/Marketing metrics:

- Evaluate the effectiveness of current contact

acquisition channels;

2019 100% 

- Assess and redevelop Social Media Strategy. 2019 100% 
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ARCHIVIST 

Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

1. Create the following documents:

- Procedures for all stages of managing collections,

including selecting, accessioning, arranging,

cataloguing, numbering and labelling, scanning,

disposing superfluous material, and storing;

2020 70% 

- Guidelines for volunteers supporting the

processing of collections, including handling of

material, arranging, cataloguing, numbering and

labelling, scanning, and storing;

2020 70% 

- Glossaries and authority lists, including lists of

content subject terms, type of documents, and

frequently used archival terms;

2020 60% 

- Guidelines for staff and volunteers for creating

and editing records in Adlib;

2020 70% 

- Procedures and guidelines for managing the

library, including cataloguing publications, and

circulation system;

2020 70% On hold until the EAC finds a new 

library volunteer. 

- Procedures for facilitating researchers, including

forms, agreements, and guidelines;

2018 100% 

- Hand-over and training procedures for

volunteers;

2020 70% 

- Process monitoring system for the progress of

volunteer projects;

2020 90% 

- Quality control checkpoints for all stages of

managing collections.

2020 0% 
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Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

2. Merge and/or customise data:

- Customise Adlib catalogue database (assigning

field/record rights);

2020 50% 

- Merge existing CALM data (4000 records) with

Adlib and shut down CALM;

2019 60% After a further in-depth investigation, it 

was decided that the EAC will add data 

manually and there will be no transfer 

(time, feasibility and money aspects). 

- Customise and adjust Adlib Web User Interface

for researchers; see Adlib training

2020 0% 

- Cleanse data of record fields/elements used for

the Adlib Web User Interface (not yet included

any additional relevant fields/elements).

2020 80% 

3. Finish internal inventory of all existing collections, both

physical and digital.

2020 90% 

4. If time allows, implement the following:

- Cleanse data of additional relevant record

fields/elements in Adlib;

2020 20% 

- Initiate a system to implement conditions of

access and use for all collection documents and

records in Adlib.

2020 0% 
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OFFICE MANAGER / ASSISTANT ARCHIVIST: 

Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

1. Evaluate the existing depository agreements and

identify legal information gaps.

2018 100% 

2. Identify donations without legal status and/or existing

depository agreement.

2020 0% 

3. Develop an archiving system for web-based content

(including initial research, procedures).

2019 100% 

4. Finish the reorganisation and labelling of the repository. 2020 70% 

5. If time allows, implement the following:

- Contact donors for which legal information gaps

need to be filled;

2019 100% 

- Process of web-based content (Twitter RoCur,

Blogs).

2019 100% 

DIRECTOR: 

Tasks 
Year to be 

accomplished 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 
Comments 

1. Oversee the above-mentioned projects and tasks. 2020 See above A large number of tasks is 

accomplished, the staff is committed to 

implementing all tasks by the end of 

2020. 

2. Write a Business Plan. 2019 70% 

3. Build on PR manager efforts to raise the global profile

and visibility of the EAC in the international and

academic community. Make as many efforts as possible

2019 70% 
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to meet in person with representatives of academic 

institutions (keeping the budget constraints in mind). 

4. Explore potential ways to raise funds. 2019 0% In 2019 the Board decided to invest the 

EAC capital at two different banks to 

raise money to sustain the EAC 

activities.   

In 2018 the following additional tasks were identified to ensure the EAC’s compliance with GDPR: 

Tasks Responsible staff 

member 

Progress by the 

end of 2019 

Year to be 

accomplished 

1. Create the following documents:

- EAC archival GDPR compliance overview which includes an

assessment of processed personal data, legitimate basis for

processing, as well as risk assessment and security measures and

safeguards;

Archivist 90% 2020 

- EAC administration GDPR compliance overview; Office Manager 0%1 2020 

- Registry of reasons and ways how the EAC is processing personal

data.

Archivist 80% 

2. Review and adjust existing archiving procedures and guidelines

according to GDPR requirements.

Archivist 10% 2020 

1 Implementation of this task will start once the archival compliance overview is finalised. It will be used as a template for the administration compliance overview. 
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Expatriate Archive Centre
Our Year-End Review

Letter from the Director
by Kristine Racina 

As the Director of the Expatriate Archive Centre (EAC) I am delighted to send you
our 2019 newsletter. I would like to share with you our highlights for the year, showcase
the efforts of people who work at the EAC, and give a glimpse of our 2020 plans.  Thank
you for being our supporter!

The EAC is very fortunate to have an amazing team of dedicated staff, volunteers
and interns who help us with our work and build on the efforts of previous colleagues.
Thanks to them we continuously increase the number of archives available for research, as
well as improve our outreach and promotional efforts. 2019 has introduced us to many
committed and talented volunteers and interns. 

Going forward, we plan to give you an update on our activities twice a year. If our
work sparks your wish to support the EAC, please get in touch. We are always happy to
discuss new ideas and projects.

On behalf of everyone at the EAC, our warmest wishes for a happy holiday season!

Annex 2
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Highlights of 2019
The EAC hosted a record number of researchers during 2019 — twice more than in 2018
— following a steady stream of research requests throughout the year. It’s a great pleasure
to see our collection increasingly being used by researchers from around the world. This is
in line with our objective to become a centre of excellence for expatriation research.

In 2019 we launched the EAC Thesis Award. The goal of this initiative is to celebrate and
reward talents who produce outstanding master’s theses that help to further understand
the impact of expatriation on people’s lives. A big thank you to everyone who has helped
and supported us with this EAC initiative! We intend to to make this an annual event and
select a different theme for each year. The next Thesis Award theme will be announced in
Spring 2020.

The EAC archived its first blogs under
theBlog Archiving Project this year using
the Archive-It system. We have been
preparing the groundwork for this initiative
for more than five years! This project aims
to collect and preserve the expat blogs for
future research. Our lives are increasingly
connected online; this is especially true for
expatriates, who use social media and
other Internet-based applications to
better keep in touch with their home
bases, friends abroad, and other
communities. To us, blogs are a type of
diary. Since these writings are digital, they
are also vulnerable. Interested in
participating in our project? Email us at
blogs@xpatarchive.com.

In 2019, the EAC received three new individual and family archives, as well as two
additions to the already existing 133 individual collections.

In 2016 the EAC started a rotation curation (RoCur) Twitter account, @WeAreXpats, as an
experiment in digital archiving. Though the EAC manages this account, a RoCur ‘travels’ to
a different person each week, curating their individual experiences and perspectives in one
digital space. By the end of 2019, nearly 150 individuals had been on @WeAreXpats,
cementing its status at the EAC as a worthy initiative and no longer just an experiment.
@WeAreXpats is a unique digital space because it curates the myriad life situations and
mindsets of being an expat. Adult TCKs, repatriates, and others who have experienced life
abroad are also welcome to curate. If you have a Twitter account and are interested in
having your own week, contact us at wearexpatsrocur@gmail.com.

The EAC hosted numerous events this year. It was a pleasure hosting writer Mariam
Navaid Ottimofiore to present and talk about her book, This Messy Mobile Life. We also
organised three Information Mornings and hosted an archival workshop for Urban Studies
students from Leiden University. The EAC enjoys supporting and working with writers and
students who share the EAC’s vision and are interested in the work that we do.

We value partnerships, connections, and the exchange of information. We do our utmost to
keep up with developments in archiving standards and best practices. In 2019, the EAC
became a member of the Dutch Digital Heritage Network, the European Oil & Gas
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Archives Network, and L’Association pour l’autobiographie et le patrimoine
autobiographique.

Another important professional step we took in 2019 is becoming the secretariat for
theEuropean Ego-Documents Archives and Collection Network (EDAC). We are taking
over the role from the Dutch Diary Archive. EDAC aims to exchange best practices, data,
and expertise among the different diary archives in Europe, and to promote scholarly
research on diaries and other forms of life writing like letters, autobiographies and
memoirs. 

The EAC was privileged to showcase two of our previous exhibitions in a visible, attractive
area of The Hague’s City Hall with special thanks to The Hague City Archives. From 18
March through 13 May 2019, the EAC Saudade 10th anniversary project from 2018 and
2015’sExpat Impressions of The Hague stood together in the Atrium of The Hague City
Hall.

Setting up Expat Impressions of The Hague and Saudade this spring at The Hague City Hall

Meanwhile, at the EAC office...
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In 2019 the EAC team grew. Upon the return of our Archivist, Eva Barbisch, from maternity
leave, we welcomed long-time volunteer Myrthe Korf as Assistant Archivist. This new staff
position will allow us to accommodate more interns and volunteers who in return help us to
process our collection and promote the EAC.

During this year, the EAC was very fortunate and recruited several highly qualified and
dedicated volunteers and interns. A number of them are archival students at different
universities. As 2019 comes to an end, the EAC is proud to be at its maximum capacity.

At the end of 2019, the EAC welcomed two new Board members. Piet van Erk became the
Treasurer and Tom Moody-Stuart joined as a Board member.

Currently, there are no volunteer openings. If you would like to be added to our volunteer
waiting list, please send us your CV and motivation letter to welcome@xpatarchive.com.

Staff, volunteers, interns, and board members at the 3rd annual holiday potluck in December 2019

Articles by EAC interns & volunteers

We encourage our volunteers and interns
to write. They can write about their own
experiences, questions that appear when
reading our collection, or impressions of
archival collections that they’ve been
working on, among other possibilities.
Here we proudly share with you the 2019
articles written by our interns.

Mathilde Bernard recently earned her
master’s degree from the Erasmus
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University of Rotterdam in Global History
and International Relations. 

Show me your house and I will tell you
who you are

The Importance of researching expatriate
spouses

Language schools and the persistence of
boundaries inside the expatriate
community

A.J. Chabot is a junior at Williams College
in the United States studying English and
Sociology.

Is The Art Of Letter Writing Dying?

Maria Chatzicharalampous is a recent
graduate of Leiden University’s Research
Master’s in Colonial and Global History
program. 

From Ink to Link: Memory and the Archive

Simon Taylor is a graduate student of
Heritage Studies at the University of
Amsterdam.

How Archives Preserve, Why Archives
Preserve

Am I an expat?: Reflections from an EAC
intern

Tea with National Socialists

Looking forward to 2020

2020 promises to be another exciting year because we will reap the fruits of a two-year
period of extra work. During this time we created more structure in EAC processes that will
facilitate the work of our volunteers and interns. The EAC will provide researchers with
standardised and detailed information, thereby ensuring their visits to the EAC will yield the
best results. Equally, in 2020, we will look into our research processes and investigate how
we can improve them to the benefit of our researchers.
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We also intend to finalise two large organisational archives that the EAC has been
processing for the past few years. Once scanned, these archives will be made available for
researchers.

The EAC will continue working on its initiatives. We are here to serve researchers around
the world and are eager to expand our collection, strengthen what we have, and build new
partnerships with different organisations and universities. Interested in learning more about
the EAC and have an idea for a joint project? Get in touch at welcome@xpatarchive.com.

Want to learn more about the EAC? Visit one of our Information Mornings on 17 March or 5
October 2020. To sign up, please email welcome@xpatarchive.com.

What do you want to hear from us in a future newsletter? Let us know at
pr@xpatarchive.com.

Myrthe, Kristine, Kelly, Fadime and Eva
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